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Winter Recreation Opportunity Spectrum 
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Frequently Asked Questions  

What is the recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS)?  

The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) is a tool the Forest Service uses to describe 
the type of recreation settings and opportunities visitors can expect across a forest. 
Depending on the season, the recreation opportunities available in certain areas may 
differ. 

Why was winter ROS not included in the draft forest plan? 

When we began revising the Inyo’s forest plan we used the draft planning directives, 
which did not identify a need for seasonal ROS variations. The planning directives have 
since been finalized and state that forest plans “should include suitability determinations 
for motorized recreation including over the snow vehicles consistent with the desired 
recreation opportunity spectrum class. This suitability may change by season (FSH 
1909.122323a2d).” As a result, we have reconsidered the Inyo’s winter ROS, which had 
not been contemplated during the development of the draft forest plan.  

Has the ROS map changed from what was released with the draft forest 
plan?  

Yes. The existing 1988 plan and draft forest plan (published May 2016) include one 
ROS map intended to represent all recreation opportunities and settings on the forest; 
however, certain areas have differing recreation settings depending on the season, and 
these differences were not depicted in either plan’s ROS map. For instance, several 
areas have semi-primitive non-motorized recreation opportunities during the summer, 
but in winter can offer motorized opportunities. Now that the planning directives have 
been finalized, and direct the Forest Service to include a ROS map for summer and 
winter opportunities and settings, we have developed a winter ROS map to address 
previous inconsistencies in ROS classes.  

What has the public said about winter ROS? 

During the public comment period for the draft forest plan, we received requests to:  

http://a123.g.akamai.net/7/123/11558/abc123/forestservic.download.akamai.com/11558/www/nepa/3403_FSPLT3_3083747.pdf
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• Complete travel management planning subpart C prior to completing forest
planning

• Complete forest planning prior to completing travel management planning

• Complete travel management planning and forest planning concurrently

• Develop more specific forest plan direction for managing over snow vehicle
use

• Include a winter ROS map in the final plan; use this winter ROS map as a
guideline for determining areas suitable for over snow vehicle use during
travel management planning

Our approach is to separate project-level travel management decisions from our plan-
level decisions. There is substantial public interest in travel management decisions that 
we believe is best addressed in a focused and separate manner in order to make the 
best decision with public involvement. We are including an additional ROS map, specific 
to winter recreational opportunities and settings, in response to public comments. This 
map corrects inconsistencies in ROS classes between summer and winter recreation 
settings and opportunities in some areas of the forest. The map takes into account 
current forest orders that prohibit winter motorized activities in some portions of the 
Mono Lake and June Lake areas. This map may be updated as we complete travel 
management subpart C planning. Plan components for ROS remain the same for winter 
and summer with the following standard: the recreation opportunity spectrum will be 
used for decisions on facility and infrastructure design and development. 

What other concerns did the public have regarding winter ROS? 

Other comments that we received suggested that the revised forest plan should require 
a minimum snow depth of 18 inches for over-snow vehicle travel. Neither the existing 
1988 forest plan nor the draft forest plan released in May 2016, contained such 
requirements.  

We do not include a minimum snow depth requirement in the final forest plan either 
because this type of decision will be made through travel management subpart C 
planning. Forest planning decisions are strategic and more general to achieve long-term 
forest conditions. Travel management decisions are more programmatic and site 
specific. The travel management planning process will include a separate national 
environmental policy act analysis. 

How does travel management planning fit with forest planning? 

There are three areas of travel management planning (subpart A, B, and C). The Inyo 
National Forest completed subpart B in 2009, and that decision established which roads 
on the forest are designated for motorized uses. Subpart A was completed in 2016, and 
identified the minimum road network for the forest. The subpart C decision designates 
where over snow use, specifically winter motorized uses, can occur. We will complete 
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forest plan revision efforts prior to initiating the subpart C process. The winter ROS map 
that appears in the final forest plan will be a baseline for current management and may 
be updated once the subpart C decision is final. Our final forest plan includes a 
standard for ROS that would be used for both summer and winter uses. This standard 
states that ROS will be used for decisions on facility and infrastructure design and 
development.  

Where can I find more information about the winter ROS plan direction? 

You may view supporting materials, including the new winter ROS map, on-line: 
www.fs.usda.gov/goto/r5/FPRPreview. If you have questions, please contact Deb 
Schweizer, Inyo National Forest Public Affairs Officer at 760-873-2427. 

Why is the Forest Service sharing this information? Is this a comment 
period? 

This is not a formal comment period. We are sharing the winter ROS map because the 
public has requested it, and to provide a preview of the Inyo National Forest’s final land 
management plan. This and other previews released in July provide a glimpse into plan 
development as it is happening. This process is information sharing, and we are not 
receiving formal comments at this time.  

When will the Inyo National Forest’s final environmental impact 
statement and forest plan be released? 

Our goal was to publish these documents in late 2017. However, we have shifted the 
release date to early 2018. It is taking us longer than we anticipated to respond to the 
input and suggestions we’ve received from the public and tribes. We take your input 
seriously and our progress continues toward releasing a final environmental impact 
statement (EIS). Once we release the final EIS, a 60-day objection period begins. We 
considered the timing of that objection period, and if it would be most convenient for our 
stakeholders. We realized that we could not complete the objection period prior to the 
holiday season, so we will release the final EIS and begin the objection period in the 
New Year. 

What is the status of the Sequoia and Sierra National Forests’ plans? 

As we announced in March 2017, the Sequoia and Sierra National Forests will continue 
to address public comments in a refinement of the draft environmental impact statement 
(EIS) and draft forest plans published in May 2016. Those forests will release a revised 
draft EIS and forest plans in 2018 for public comment. In the coming months, we will 
share updates on our progress with these two forests as well. 

### 
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http://www.fs.usda.gov/goto/r5/FPRPreview
https://www.fs.usda.gov/project/?project=3375
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